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A Dual-Band Self-Oscillating Mixer for
�-Band and �-Band Applications

Brad R. Jackson, Student Member, IEEE, and Carlos E. Saavedra, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—A self-oscillating mixer that employs both the funda-
mental and harmonic signals generated by the oscillator subcircuit
in the mixing process is experimentally demonstrated. The re-
sulting circuit is a dual-band down-converting mixer that can
operate in -band from 5.0 to 6.0 GHz, or in -band from 9.8
to 11.8 GHz. The oscillator uses active superharmonic coupling to
enforce the quadrature relationship of the fundamental outputs.
Either the fundamental outputs of the oscillator or the second
harmonic oscillator output signals that exists at the common-mode
nodes are connected to the mixer via a set of complementary
switches. The mixer achieves a conversion gain between 5–12 dB
in both frequency bands. The output 1-dB compression points
for both modes of the mixer are approximately 5 dBm and
the output third-order intercept point for -band and -band
operation are 12 and 13 dBm, respectively. The integrated circuit
was fabricated in 0.13- m CMOS technology and measures
0.525 mm� including bonding pads.

Index Terms—Dual-band mixer, harmonic self-oscillating mixer
(SOM), quadrature oscillator, subharmonic mixer.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE DESIRE to realize multifunction wireless communi-
cations devices has led to an interest in designing circuits

that operate in multiple bands in an attempt to avoid requiring
a duplication of the RF circuitry. Often in multiband wireless
communications systems, there is a separate RF front-end for
each frequency band of operation, consisting of multiple low-
noise amplifiers, mixers, and oscillators. Clearly there is signif-
icant potential to reduce power consumption and chip area re-
quired if some of the RF front-end circuits can be used for more
than one frequency band.

There have been several demonstrations of dual-band mixer
circuits. For example, in [1], a switched inductor matching net-
work was used to match the input impedance in the two bands of
interest. Similarly, in [2], an L–C network was used to achieve
input and output matching simultaneously in the two desired
bands. In [3], a dual-band front-end was demonstrated, but used
redundant circuitry as opposed to realizing a dual-band mixer
with a single mixer core. A dual-band upconverter was dis-
cussed in [4], but also used two mixer cores. In each of these
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed dual-band SOM.

previous designs, multiple local oscillators (LOs) were used or
an external LO signal was used as the input to the mixer.

In this paper, a fully integrated dual-band self-oscillating
mixer (SOM) circuit is demonstrated that uses a single oscil-
lator and a single mixer core. The dual-band performance is
achieved by usefully exploiting the fundamental and harmonic
signals that are generated by the oscillator subcircuit. In other
words, this circuit can function either as a fundamental-mode
SOM or as a subharmonic SOM. While there have been pre-
vious studies on subharmonic SOMs [5]–[7] and many more
on fundamental-mode SOMs, to the best of our knowledge, this
study describes the first chip that incorporates both types of
SOMs in a single design. As a demonstration of this technique,
a chip was fabricated using CMOS 0.13 m technology with
dual-band operation in -band and -band. Measurement
results are shown that characterize the gain and linearity of the
circuit in both states of operation.

II. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

A block diagram of the proposed dual-band SOM is shown in
Fig. 1. This figure shows a downconverting mixer with differen-
tial RF input and IF output, as well as a reconfigurable LO input.
If an LO is available that has a differential output at both and

, two pairs of complementary switches can be used to con-
nect the desired LO signal to the mixer. Depending on the state
of the switches, the mixer can have an LO input in two different
frequency bands, thus permitting two different RF frequency
bands at the mixer input while maintaining a constant IF output.
The result is a dual-band SOM using a single on-chip quadrature
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) along with a single mixer
circuit. To distinguish between the two states of the dual-band
SOM, the term “fundamental mode” will be used to describe the
circuit state where the fundamental oscillator output at is
connected to the mixer, and the term “subharmonic mode” will
be used to describe the state where the signal is connected
to the mixer.
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There are many types of mixers that have a broadband
frequency response. That frequency response, however, is
narrowed by the baluns and impedance-matching circuitry that
are used to interface with the mixer. In the case of SOMs, the
intrinsic broadband response of the mixer is restricted not only
by the interface circuitry, but more importantly by the tuning
range of the oscillator subcircuit. The design approach used in
this paper noticeably extends the useful bandwidth of the SOM
because feeding the mixer stage with the second harmonic
of the VCO in addition to the fundamental tone expands the
operating frequency band of the SOM by a factor of 3. To see
how this occurs, note that, in the fundamental mode, the VCO
has a tuning range of , but at the second harmonic, the
frequency swing is doubled to . Since the tuning range
of the oscillator is the determining factor in the frequency
response of the chip, the aggregate bandwidth of this SOM is
now .

A. Voltage-Controlled Quadrature Oscillator

The general topology chosen for the oscillator in this study
is the well-known cross-coupled pair oscillator. This basic
oscillator circuit uses two cross-coupled transistors to generate
a negative resistance equal to that is used to counteract
the losses in the L–C tank. The output of this oscillator is
differential at the drains of the two cross-coupled field-effect
transistors (FETs). In order to use this technique to realize a
quadrature oscillator, two identical cross-coupled oscillator cir-
cuits can be used along with a connecting circuit that enforces
a quadrature relationship between the fundamental outputs.
There have been several techniques proposed to enforce quadra-
ture outputs including fundamental coupling circuits [8] and
superharmonic coupling circuits [9]–[13]. Superharmonic cou-
pling exploits the existence of even-ordered harmonic signals
at the common-mode nodes of an oscillator, the strongest of
which is at twice the fundamental frequency. By enforcing
a 180 relationship between the second harmonic signals in
the two otherwise separate oscillator circuits, a quadrature
relationship between the fundamental outputs is obtained.
Superharmonic coupling was the natural choice for this work
since the second-harmonic signal will also be used for the mixer
while in the subharmonic mode. Superharmonic coupling can
be achieved using both passive [9]–[11] and active [12], [13]
techniques. Active superharmonic coupling was used for the
quadrature oscillator in this study because of its significant
advantage of requiring much less space on-chip by replacing
the transformer with a cross-coupled pair of FETs.

The voltage-controlled quadrature oscillator circuit is shown
in Fig. 2. Each of the two cross-coupled oscillators will oscil-
late at the same frequency , where
is the inductance shown in Fig. 2, and is the total capaci-
tance including the varactor capacitance , as well as any par-
asitic capacitance at the output nodes. The nodes labelled CM1
and CM2 in Fig. 2 are examples of common-mode nodes where
only the even-order harmonics of the fundamental outputs exist,
the most dominant of which is the second harmonic at . An
additional cross-coupled pair is used to connect the two oscilla-
tors and generate a 180 relationship between the second-order
harmonic signals at CM1 and CM2, which enforces a quadrature

Fig. 2. Quadrature VCO using superharmonic coupling.

Fig. 3. Simplified circuit schematic of the proposed dual-band SOM in subhar-
monic mode.

relationship between the fundamental outputs. The frequency of
the oscillator is tuned via a control voltage on the varactor shown
in Fig. 2. An advantage of using the second-harmonic signal
for the mixer while in the subharmonic mode is the doubling of
the tuning range of the oscillator compared to the fundamental
tuning range. Compared to the quadrature oscillator in [13], this
oscillator does not use cross-coupled PMOS transistors above
the cross-coupled NMOS transistors in order to maximize the

signal at the common-mode nodes CM1 and CM2.
The bias voltage on the gates of the coupling circuit

is set to strongly couple the signal to ensure a differen-
tial relationship is established at CM1 and CM2 when the oscil-
lator reaches a steady-state, thus resulting in quadrature funda-
mental outputs. Source–follower buffers were connected to the
four fundamental outputs of the quadrature oscillator (not shown
in Fig. 2) so that the effect of connecting the oscillator output
to other circuits will be minimal. To reduce the overall power
consumption of the proposed dual-band SOM, any low-power
buffer circuit architecture could be used to connect the output of
the oscillator to the mixer or even straightforward differential
pairs. Furthermore, the buffer circuits could be shut off while
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Fig. 4. Circuit schematic of the proposed dual-band SOM.

the circuit is in the subharmonic mode by simply controlling
the gate–voltage on the buffer transistors, which could result in
a significant power savings.

B. Mixer

The mixer circuit uses the top half of the traditional Gilbert-
cell topology. Fig. 3 shows a simplified circuit schematic of
the mixer in the subharmonic mode. The common-mode nodes
where the second harmonic signal is dominant is connected to
the sources of the RF transistors.

These signals at CM1 and CM2 are 180 out of phase
with each other, which maintains the double-balanced charac-
teristic of the Gilbert cell. The circuit could be implemented as
shown in Fig. 3 as a single-band mixer with the doubled LO
frequency output. If implemented in this way, the use of an ad-
ditional frequency doubler circuit connected to the fundamental
output could be avoided, thus saving chip space and reducing
power consumption.

A simplified circuit diagram of the dual-band SOM is shown
in Fig. 4. Included in this figure are the four source–follower
buffers that are connected to the fundamental quadrature oscil-
lator output. The value of was selected to equalize the fun-
damental signal amplitude with the signal amplitude at
CM1 and CM2. To select the fundamental mode for the mixer,
the control voltage is set to , turning on switches
and and turning off switches and . This con-
nects the 0 and 180 fundamental outputs at to the sources
of the RF transistors. The 90 and 270 fundamental outputs
are connected to identical source–follower buffers as the 0
and 180 outputs to maintain equal loads to the oscillator tank.
Note that the 90 and 270 fundamental outputs of the oscil-
lator are not used in the fundamental mode of operation; how-
ever, they are required to generate the signal at CM2 for
the subharmonic mode, and they could be used elsewhere in the
system if needed. For the subharmonic mode, the control voltage

V, turning off switches and , and turning on
switches and . This connects the 0 and 180
signals to the sources of the RF transistors.

Each of the two outputs of the mixer at and are
connected to source–follower buffers and connected to bonding
pads. These two signals are combined off-chip and connected to
the 50- measurement equipment. The source–follower buffers
and combiner were designed such that the output voltage am-
plitude across the load of the measurement equipment is
equal to .

Alternative circuit configurations are possible to achieve a
similar behavior to that presented in this study. For example,
an oscillator whose fundamental frequency is followed by a
frequency divider to generate the signal could be used. While
the quadrature oscillator approach employed here does lead to a
certain overhead in dc power dissipation due to the need for two
oscillators, using the frequency-divider method would not nec-
essarily bring significant savings in dc power since frequency di-
viders can easily consume as much power as a single oscillator.

Another possible configuration is to only use the fundamental
outputs of the quadrature oscillator along with the subharmonic
mixer described in [14] and [15]. In that type of subharmonic
mixer, the four transistors in the LO path require quadrature in-
puts at 0 , 90 , 180 , and 270 , which is precisely what the
quadrature oscillator provides. In order to achieve dual-band
operation, a series of switches are needed to connect the 0 ,
90 , 180 , and 270 signals to the appropriate LO transistors
for the subharmonic mode, and only connect the 0 and 180 to
the appropriate LO transistors for the fundamental mode. It was
found through simulation that greater conversion gain could be
achieved by directly using the doubled frequency component
already present at the common mode as opposed to using the
quadrature fundamental outputs with an LO doubling pair. Fur-
thermore, a lower noise figure was obtained by using the
signal directly from the oscillator due to the elimination of the
switching noise that accompanies the LO doubling pairs in the
subharmonic mixer topology of [14] and [15].

III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The dual-band SOM was characterized using coplanar-wave-
guide probes, signal sources, and a spectrum analyzer. The
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Fig. 5. Measured fundamental LO frequency tuning for � � �� ��� V.

Fig. 6. Conversion gain at various RF input frequencies for a fixed IF frequency
of 200 MHz.

Fig. 7. Measured IF output power at 200 MHz for various RF input power
levels for both fundamental mode ��� � ��� GHz	 and subharmonic mode
��� � 
�� GHz	.

supply voltage was set to 1.5 V. The fundamental os-
cillation frequency was measured at various varactor control
voltages , and the results are shown in Fig. 5. As shown
in this figure, the oscillation frequency can be tuned from 4.8
to 5.8 GHz as is varied from 0 to 1.5 V. When the circuit

Fig. 8. IM3 measurement for both fundamental and subharmonic mixer modes.

Fig. 9. IM2 measurement for both fundamental and subharmonic mixer modes.

TABLE I
FUNDAMENTAL-MODE AND SUBHARMONIC-MODE

LO FEEDTHROUGH MEASUREMENTS

is in the subharmonic mode, this output frequency is doubled,
thus giving an LO frequency range from 9.6 to 11.6 GHz.

The conversion gain of the mixer was measured in both states
at various LO frequencies and the results are shown in Fig. 6.
An IF frequency of 200 MHz was used, giving an RF input fre-
quency range from 5.0 to 6.0 GHz and 9.8 to 11.8 GHz for the
fundamental and subharmonic modes, respectively. Fig. 6 shows
a power conversion gain of between approximately 10 and 12 dB
for the fundamental mode of the mixer, and a range from 5 to
12 dB for the subharmonic mode. The decrease in conversion
gain at higher RF frequencies for the subharmonic mode is due
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF HARMONIC SOMs

to parasitic capacitances reducing the signal amplitude as
the frequency is increased. Since the input RF signal to the circuit
is applied directly to the gates of MOSFETs, as shown in Fig. 4,
the input is not matched to a 50- system. This situation would
likely be the case when the mixer is a subcircuit of a larger RF
integrated circuit (RFIC). The voltage conversion gain of the
mixer is approximately 6 dB lower than shown in Fig. 6.

The RF power performance of the circuit was mea-
sured using a fixed LO fundamental frequency of 4.8 GHz

GHz , the input RF power was varied, and the
output power of the IF signal was measured. The results of
the fundamental-mode measurement with an RF frequency of
5.0 GHz and the subharmonic-mode measurements with an
RF frequency of 9.8 GHz are shown in Fig. 7. The two curves
are very similar, and the output 1-dB compression points both
occur at 5 dBm.

The third-order intermodulation (IM3) products were also
measured using two-tone RF inputs of 5.00 and 5.02 GHz for the
fundamental mode, and 9.80 and 9.82 GHz for the subharmonic
mode (IM3 signals at 180 and 240 MHz). The results, shown in
Fig. 8, display an output third-order intercept point (OIP3) of
12 dBm for the fundamental mode and 13 dBm for the subhar-
monic mode. The second-order intermodulation (IM2) products
were also measured at an IM2 signal frequency of 20 MHz, and
the results are shown in Fig. 9. The mixer demonstrates strong
linearity with an output second-order intercept point (OIP2) of
40 dBm in fundamental mode and an OIP2 of 50 dBm for the
subharmonic mode.

The LO feedthrough was measured at the RF and IF ports
and the results are shown in Table I. This table shows the output
power levels of the and signals at the RF and IF ports
for an LO fundamental frequency of 4.8 GHz. In fundamental
mode, the LO signal at the RF port is 40.3 dBm, which is
an isolation of approximately 40 dB since the oscillator output
signal has a power of approximately 0 dBm from simulations.
Similarly, the signal at the RF port for subharmonic mode
shows about 36 dB of isolation.

The RF to IF isolation was measured to be 35 dB for both
mixer states.

Since the switches are not ideal, some of the signal
will leak into the mixer while it is in the fundamental state and
some of the signal will leak to the mixer in the subharmonic
state. The conversion gain from the undesired LO signal was
measured to evaluate the mixer performance in this regard. With
the mixer in the fundamental mode GHz , an RF

Fig. 10. Microphotograph of the dual-band SOM chip.

signal input of 25 dBm at 9.8 GHz was used and the power
of the output signal at 200 MHz was measured. Ideally, there
should be no power at this frequency, but since some of the
signal at 9.6 GHz leaks to the mixer, it will produce a 200-MHz
IF output from the 9.8-GHz RF signal. The conversion gain for
this case was 15.2 dB. Similarly, with the mixer in the sub-
harmonic mode, an RF input of 25 dBm at 5.0 GHz was used
to measure the conversion gain due to the leakage of the funda-
mental LO signal at 4.8 GHz. The conversion gain for this case
was 19.7 dB. In both cases, the conversion gain is more than
20 dB below the conversion gain from the desired LO signal.
The leakage can be made smaller by using a switch with higher
isolation. An example of such a switch is a three-transistor net-
work arranged in a configuration.

The phase noise of the VCO could not be measured because
there were no pads connected to the oscillator output. How-
ever, the DSB noise figure was measured for the mixer in both
states and was found to be 8.7 dB for fundamental mode and
10.9 dB for subharmonic mode. The dc power consumption of
the quadrature oscillator alone was measured to be 68 mW in-
cluding the four buffers. The buffers that are connected to the
fundamental outputs of the oscillator consume a total of ap-
proximately 48 mW (12 mW each). The mixer circuit adds an
additional 2 mW approximately in both the fundamental and
subharmonic states. A comparison is shown in Table II, which
shows the performance of this work along with several har-
monic SOMs. The proposed architecture has the largest band-
width while also achieving conversion gain. A microphotograph
of the fabricated chip is shown in Fig. 10. The dimensions of the
chip were 875 m 600 m 0.525 mm including bonding
pads.
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IV. CONCLUSION

A new topology for a dual-band SOM has been demonstrated
using CMOS 0.13- m technology. This technique uses both the
fundamental and second harmonic outputs of a single on-chip
quadrature VCO connected to a mixer through complementary
switches. For -band operation, switches connect the funda-
mental oscillator output to the mixer, and for -band opera-
tion, switches connect the second harmonic of the oscillator
to the mixer. The mixer achieves a conversion gain of at least
5 dB over RF frequencies of 5.0 to 6.0 GHz and from 9.8 to
11.8 GHz while maintaining a constant IF output. This circuit
could be used as part of a multistandard system on a chip to
reduce the number of circuit elements required, potentially re-
sulting in lower power consumption and reduced costs. This
technique could also be very attractive at millimeter-wave fre-
quencies where the use of a frequency-doubler circuit connected
to the output of an LO could be avoided and in cases where the
use of a broadband mixer circuit is not possible.
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